The aims of this study were:
• To investigate the prevalence of memories for future event simulations.
• To examine whether some categories of event components (i.e., locations, persons, objects, actions, and emotions) are better recalled than others.
• To identify what characteristics of imagined future events predict their successful memorization.
To address these questions, we investigated memory for previously imagined future events by collecting verbal descriptions and ratings of event characteristics during their initial imagination and subsequent recall.
The majority of future events come directly to mind
• These findings suggest that most future event simulations are encoded in memory and remain available for recall for at least one week.
• Memories of the future vary in their accessibility, such that some memories are readily accessible during a free recall task, whereas others can only be accessed when relevant cues are provided.
• The overall accessibility of future event simulations is related to the clarity and familiarity of represented persons, the subjective feelings of pre-experience and mental time travel, and the emotional intensity and importance of imagined events.
• Our results show that free and cued recalled memories are comparable in their components and also demonstrate that although most components of future event simulations are fairly well recalled, persons and locations are particularly well remembered, suggesting that these components are central to the simulation and memorization of future events. 
RESULTS

Imagination phase Recall tasks
Cued recalled 40%
(80% of non free recalled events)
Free recalled 53%
Forgotten 7%
